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BALLARAT TRAMWAY PRESERVATION SOCIETY
The Executive and Members of the South Pacific Electric
Railway; the Australian Electric Transport Museum; and the
Western Australian Electric Transport Association welcome
to the ranks of museums using TROLLEY WIRE as their house
journal the Ballarat Tramway Preservation Society.
We extend our best wishes to this recently formed
group and look forward to reading reports of the success
of their proposals to keep Ballarat trams running in their
home city.
CHANGES IN TROLLEY WIRE
With this issue of TROLLEY WIRE we farewell Bob Merchant as
Editor of the magazine and thank him for the mammoth job he
has carried out for the Society since taking over the position. He will, however, continue on as one of the new
committee set up to take over production of TROLLEY WIRE.
The increase in size and content of the magazine over the
past two years, together with ever increasing amounts of
Bob's time being taken up with matters outside the Society
led to this need for reorganisation. We hope that Bob will
be able to assist Ken McCarthy in writing major articles
for TW. The third member of the team, Norm Chinn will see
that the magazine is distributed on time and will also add
historical data from the SPER Archives while the remaining
committeemen, Glenn Buckman and Bill Denham have been set
the task of assembling the magazine for printing.
Other changes concern mainly the set out of the
magazine; these should be obvious to the reader. We trust
you enjoy the "new look" TROLLEY WIRE.
FRONT COVER: Rearrangement of the exhibits at St. Kilda
now permits Fl-class car 282 to be rolled out for inspection. Restoration of this car is almost completed. At
right is Ballarat car 34.
j.c.Radcliffa
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THE
FIRST

ry
YEARS
TROLLEY WIRE and Tramway Preservation in Australia
compiled by Ken McCarthy.
When it was decided to produce an enlarged edition of
TROLLEY WIRE to mark the 20th Anniversary of regular publication, the topic accepted for the leading article was an
account of the tramway preservation movement from the two
pioneer ventures in NSW to its successful expansion into
the other states for the development of TROLLEY WIRE is
inseparably bound to that of tramway preservation.
This, the 138th issue of TROLLEY WIRE marks the
20th birthday of the magazine. The first edition of 50
copies was being printed during the evening of 6th February, 1952 when word reached Australia of the death of
King George VI. In fact, the first edition was perhaps
unusual in that it was printed in two reigns , that of
George VI and Elizabeth II!
The magazine "Trolley Wire" was the creation of
Norm Chinn and Ken McCarthy who are both closely associated with its present day production and over the years
Ben Parle, Don Stuart, Keith Morris, Ron Murray, Barry
Craig, Bob Young, Laurie Gordon, Dale Budd, Bob Merchant
and Bill Denham have made major contribution to its publication. Several names were considered for the news
sheet, the final choice was reduced to "The Controller"
and "Trolley Wire", the latter being selected because of
its second subtle meaning of "Tramcar Telegraph".
In the immediate post World War II period both
supplies and production were in a chaotic state, not until
1955, a decade after hostilities ceased, was production
able to satisfy demand. During this period the only national magazine for tramway enthusiasts was "Tram Tracks"
which later appeared as "Electric Traction" after a period
of being combined with "Railways in Australia" and this
production was hard hit by paper shortages and printing
difficulties, factors far beyond the control of editor

